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Above: violinist Benjamin Baker, photographed by Kaupo Kikkas 

Wednesday January 31st, 2018 - Young Concert Artists have again brought us an exciting young musician: 

Benjamin Baker; the New Zealand-born violinist, won first prize at the 2016 Young Concert 

Artists auditions in New York City, and tonight he was presented in his debut recital here at Merkin Hall. 

Mr. Baker's program was well-devised and beautifully played, including an exceptional performance of 

Benjamin Britten's Suite, Opus 6, and the premiere of a new work by Young Concert Artists composer 

Tonia Ko. 

Opening the evening was Franz Schubert's demanding Fantasia in C major, D. 934. The great attraction of 

this music lies in its opening paragraph, with the spinning of a sustained violin note over the gently turbulent 

piano just a few moments into the piece. This note seems to come from heaven, and Mr. Baker gave it a 

heavenly luminosity. The aching beauty of the ensuing theme tears at the heart. 

The Fantasia then moves on to some very decorative fast passagework, with later returns to a more spiritual 

feeling offering strong contrasts. This evening, the piano seemed just a bit too prominent, and the more 

animated sections of the music seemed just a shade too fast. But that's just a personal reaction, for both 

gentlemen played with great commitment and style. 

Benjamin Britten's Suite, Op. 6 (1935) was splendidly played. The opening March is rather spare, with rising 

figurations and a sense of agitation; the music seems wry and dry. Mr. Baker takes up a high, ironic tune  
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over some jaunty piano bits. In the Molto perpetuo that follows, the violinist trills and plucks in music that's 

super-fast, with an edge. Things pulse along, with a terrific trill from the pianist. 

Mr. Lebhardt's at his most dreamy for the start of the Lullabye; the violin joins on a rising phrase, and 

sounds wistful in some lovely upper-range playing. Things become very introspective with the piano setting 

the mood and the violin ascending for an ethereal end. A lilting sense of irony fills the almost drunk-

sounding, slow Waltz. Mr. Baker displayed his mastery in a series of gossamer, pianissimo trills; the music 

grows quite eerie.  

Following the interval, Ms. Ko introduced her new piece, 

entitled Moves and Remains. The work's title derives from a line in 

Virginia Wolff's 1921 short story, 'Monday or Tuesday'" "White and 

distant, absorbed in itself, endlessly the sky covers and uncovers, 

moves and remains." Ms. Ko's music is as evocative as the words 

that inspired it. 

Played with true dedication by Mr. Baker, Moves and Remains is 

quite angular with some strumming which activates and dissipates, 

buzzy trills, jagged pianissimo arpeggios, and soft, elongated notes 

that hang on the air. After swiping his bow over the strings, Mr. 

Baker takes up a high, fractured melody with more gentle trills. The 

music alternately accelerates and sustains, like layers of summer clouds drifting overhead at variable 

speeds.   

For the evening's concluding work, Edward Elgar's Sonata for violin 

and piano, Op. 82 (1919), Mr. Lebhardt (above) and Mr. Baker were 

very much simpatico. The sonata, composed during a particularly 

fertile period of the composer's career, is in the Romantic style - which 

both players found most congenial - and was inspired by the natural 

beauty of the Sussex countryside where Elgar and his wife had settled 

in 1918. 

The sonata's opening Allegro has a passionate start, the music 

emerging melodious and lovely. The violin and piano writing mesh 

ideally in expressions of poignant romance. A sense of yearning 

reaches soulful depths before a rather sudden finish. A descending 

phrase and a sense of hesitancy mark the start of the Andante; the 

poetic atmosphere is sustained by ardent playing. A magical fade-away from the Steinway leaves us in 

momentary suspension before the music resumes. After a lively initial flow, the concluding Allegro non 

troppo meanders a bit. Mr. Lebhardt did some marvelous playing here as a feeling of grand romance builds.  

In a ravishing encore, Mr. Baker dedicated Elgar's Salut d'Amour to Young Concert Artists'  founder  and 

director, Susan Wadsworth. 

~ Oberon  
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